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When Hank's class takes a field trip to the zoo, he quickly gets lost after his partner (and nemesis)

ditches him. Unable to read the map, Hank wanders and finds himself locked in a habitat with Elsie,

an elephant recently rescued and kept isolated. He begins a game of soccer with her, and they

become fast friends. But when Hank notices how lonely Elsie is, he's determined to help her find her

own animal friends.
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"Amusing dialogue and a typeface designed to accomodate dyslexic readers adroitly target kids with

reading difficulties of their own. Garrett's cheery b&w cartoons bring additional energy to the story,

matching that of Hank himself."-- Publishers Weekly

Henry Winkler is an actor, producer, and director, and he speaks publicly all over the world. In

addition, he has a star on Hollywood Boulevard, was presented with the Order of the British Empire

by the Queen of England, and the jacket he wore as the Fonz hangs in the Smithsonian Museum in

Washington, DC. But if you asked him what he was proudest of, he would say, "Writing the Hank



Zipzer books with my partner, Lin Oliver." He lives in Los Angeles with his wife, Stacey. They have

three children named Jed, Zoe, and Max, and two dogs named Monty and Charlotte. Charlotte

catches a ball so well that she could definitely play outfield for the New York Mets.Lin Oliver is a

writer and producer of movies, books, and television series for children and families. She has written

more than twenty-five novels for children, and one hundred episodes of television. She is cofounder

and executive director of the Society of Children's Book Writers and Illustrators, an international

organization of twenty thousand authors and illustrators of children's books. She lives in Los

Angeles with her husband, Alan. They have three sons named Theo, Ollie, and Cole. She loves

tuna melts, curious kids, any sport that involves a racket, and children's book writers

everywhere.Scott Garrett is a freelance illustrator who also has a developing interest in pottery. He

lives by the sea on the South East coast of the United Kingdom with his family.

My grandson loves thus book!

My son loves these Hank books.

The kids love them.

granddaughters fav series

I bought the book for a grandson. Was afraid it might be too advanced, but was told that he is doing

fine with it and is enjoying it and would like to read more books about Hank!!!!

sent to a fifth grade classroom. This is a great tool for teachers in the grade schools to help students

that might be struggling with Dyslexia.

These are my favorite books for my 7 year old grandson.

A great series. I bought this series to inspire a beautiful, clever little boy (who happens to have

dyslexia) to read. We take turns in reading sections and he is enjoying this immensely. Well done

Henry Winkler and Lin Oliver on a great idea.
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